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Annular Solar Eclipse
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Total Solar Eclipse
April 8, 2024
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Why You Should Get into the
Path of Totality if You Can…

7½ min.

Brightness 
fades by 100x 
to 1,000x in 
last minute or 
so before 
totality!

Outside the path of totality:
• Little to no temperature change
• Little to no brightness change
• Little to no behavioral changes
• Little to no shadow bands
• No Baily’s beads
• No diamond ring effects
• No chromosphere & prominences
• No corona (the main attraction)
• No sunrise/sunset colors on horizon
• No bright stars and planets

Pupil 
dilation

Midday shade

Overcast day
ASE 2023

10x



The Essentials 
of Solar 

Eclipse Safety



This is 
Mom 
saying…

…“Never 
look at 
the Sun!”



Exception: The 
totally eclipsed Sun 
is only about as 
bright as the full 
Moon — and just as 
safe to look at.*

*Even with binoculars or a telescope!



But the Sun at any other time, such as…
• when no solar eclipse is occurring,
• during a partial or annular (ring) solar eclipse, and
• during the partial phases of a total or annular eclipse

 …is dangerously bright. There is a serious risk of retinal injury.



To observe the Sun outside of a total solar eclipse, view it…

• directly only through special-purpose safe solar filters

• or indirectly only by using pinhole or optical projection.



No!
Are very dark sunglasses safe
for direct viewing of the Sun?

They transmit thousands of times too much light!



Safe Solar Filters Are Very Dark
Maximum visible-light transmission: 
<0.001% (that’s 1 part in 100,000)

Attenuate UV & IR to safe levels too.

Note: The main danger comes from intense short-
wavelength (blue) visible light, not from UV or IR.

Comply with the ISO 12312-2 international standard, as 
confirmed by an independent, properly accredited laboratory.



How Do You Find Safe Solar Filters?
Start at

eclipse.aas.org
Get ‘em ASAP; they’ll be 
hard to find by October!



Never look through optics 
(camera lenses, binoculars, 
or telescopes) while 
wearing solar viewers! 



• Consistent messaging
• Endorsed by eye-care academies



eclipse.aas.org
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Extra Slides



Doesn’t the Sun emit dangerous rays during a solar eclipse?

No more so than at any other time. The Moon has no 
“focusing” or other effect. Earth’s atmosphere shields us 
from most harmful solar radiation across the spectrum.



My PetSome of My Pet Peeves



Don’t say, “Outside the path you’ll have 
an X% annular or total eclipse.”

Do say, “Outside the path you’ll have an 
X% partial eclipse.”



Don’t say, “Outside the path, you’ll have a partial 
solar eclipse. Inside the path you’ll have an 
annular or total solar eclipse.”

Do say, “Outside the path, you’ll have a partial 
eclipse. Inside the path, you’ll have an annular or 
total eclipse with partial phases before and after.”



Don’t say, “An annular or total solar 
eclipse is a rare event.”

Do say, “It is rare for an annular or total 
solar eclipse to occur where you live.”



Don’t say, “A total solar eclipse is a once-
in-a-lifetime experience!”

Do say, “You need to see a total solar 
eclipse at least once in your lifetime!”


